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Archaeological Theory In Practice
This Reader in Archaeological Theory presents
sixteen articles of key theoretical significance, in a
format which makes this notoriously complex area
easier for students to understand. This volume: *
provides an intellectual history of different
approaches to archaeology which contextualizes the
complex traditions of cognitive archaeology and
postprocessualism on which it focuses * organizes
theories of archaeology, the meanings of things, the
prehistoric mind and cognition, gender, ideology and
social theory and archaeology's relationship to
today's society and politics * includes lucid section
introductions to each section which provide context,
explain why the papers are so significant and
summarize their key points * emphasizes research
from the 'New World', making archaeological theory
especially relevant and accessible to students in
North America.
In this concise, friendly textbook, Patricia Urban and
Edward Schortman teach the basics of
archaeological theory, making explicit the crucial link
between theory and the actual conduct of
archaeological research. The first half of the text
addresses the general nature of theory, as well as
how it is used in the social sciences and in
archaeology in particular. To demonstrate the
usefulness of theory, the authors draw from research
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at Stonehenge, Mesopotamia, and their own longterm research project in the Naco Valley of
Honduras. They show how theory becomes
meaningful when it is used by very real individuals to
interpret equally real materials. These extended
narratives exemplify the creative interaction between
data and theory that shape our understanding of the
past. Ideal for introductory courses in archaeological
theory.
Collection of 23 essays presented to Professor W.F.
Grimes; Incls.; I.C. Glover - Island Southeast Asia
and the settlement of Australia, separately listed in
bibliography.
A unique and wide-ranging introduction to the major
prehispanic and colonial societies of Mexico and
Central America, featuring new and revised material
throughout Mesoamerican Archaeology: Theory and
Practice, Second Edition, provides readers with a
diverse and well-balanced view of the archaeology of
the indigenous societies of Mexico and Central
America, helping students better understand key
concepts and engage with contemporary debates
and issues within the field. The fully updated second
edition incorporates contemporary research that
reflects new approaches and trends in
Mesoamerican archaeology. New and revised
chapters from first-time and returning authors cover
the archaeology of Mesoamerican cultural history,
from the early Gulf Coast Olmec, to the Classic and
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Postclassic Maya, to the cultures of Oaxaca and
Central Mexico before and after colonization.
Presenting a wide range of approaches that illustrate
political, socio-economic, and symbolic
interpretations, this textbook: Encourages students
to consider diverse ways of thinking about
Mesoamerica: as a linguistic area, as a geographic
region, and as a network of communities of practice
Represents a wide spectrum of perspectives and
approaches to Mesoamerican archaeology, including
coverage of the Postclassic and Colonial periods
Enables readers to think critically about how
explanations of the past are produced, verified, and
debated Includes accessible introductory material to
ensure that students and non-specialists understand
the chronological and geographic frameworks of the
Mesoamerican tradition Discusses recent
developments in the contemporary theory and
practice of Mesoamerican archaeology Presents
new and original research by a team of
internationally recognized contributors
Mesoamerican Archaeology: Theory and Practice,
Second Edition, is ideal for use in undergraduate
courses on the archaeology of Mexico and Central
America, as well as for broader courses on the
archaeology of the Americas.
How do archaeologists make effective use of
physical traces and material culture as repositories
of evidence? Material Evidence takes a resolutely
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case-based approach to this question, exploring
instances of exemplary practice, key challenges,
instructive failures, and innovative developments in
the use of archaeological data as evidence. The goal
is to bring to the surface the wisdom of practice,
teasing out norms of archaeological reasoning from
evidence. Archaeologists make compelling use of an
enormously diverse range of material evidence, from
garbage dumps to monuments, from finely crafted
artifacts rich with cultural significance to the detritus
of everyday life and the inadvertent transformation of
landscapes over the long term. Each contributor to
Material Evidence identifies a particular type of
evidence with which they grapple and considers,
with reference to concrete examples, how
archaeologists construct evidential claims, critically
assess them, and bring them to bear on pivotal
questions about the cultural past. Historians, cultural
anthropologists, philosophers, and science studies
scholars are increasingly interested in working with
material things as objects of inquiry and as evidence
– and they acknowledge on all sides just how
challenging this is. One of the central messages of
the book is that close analysis of archaeological best
practice can yield constructive guidelines for practice
that have much to offer archaeologists and those in
related fields.
Theory in Archaeology tackles important questions
about the diversity in archaeological theory and
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practice which face the discipline in the 1990s. What
is the relationship between theory and practice? How
does `World' archaeological theory differ from
`European'? Can one be a good practitioner without
theory? This unique book brings together
contributors from many different countries and
continents to provide the first truly global perspective
on archaeological theory. They examine the nature
of material culture studies and look at problems of
ethnicity, regionalism, and nationality. They consider,
too, another fundamental of archaeological inquiry:
can our research be objective, or must `the past'
always be a relativistic construction? Theory in
Archaeology is an important book whose authors
bring together very different perceptions of the past.
Its wide scope and interest will attract an
international readership among students and
academics alike.
In this latest collection of his articles, of which seven
are written especially for this volume, Ian Hodder
captures and continues the lively controversy of the
1980s over symbolic and structural approaches to
archaeology. The book acts as an overview of the
developments in the discipline over the last decade;
yet Hodder's brief is far wider. His aim is to break
down the division between the intellectual and the
"dirt" archaeologist to demonstrate that in this
discipline more than any other, theory must be
related to practice to save effectively our rapidly
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diminishing heritage.
Behavioral archaeology offers a way of examining the past by
highlighting human engagement with the material culture of
the time. 'Behavioral Archaeology: Principles and Practice'
offers a broad overview of the methods and theories used in
this approach to archaeology. Opening with an overview of
the history and key concepts, the book goes on to
systematically cover both principles and practice: the
philosophy of science and the scientific method; artifacts and
human behavior; archaeological inference; formation
processes of the archaeological record; technological
change; behavioral change; and ritual and religion. Detailed
case studies show the relevance of behavioral method and
theory to the wider field of archaeological studies. The book
will be invaluable to students of archaeology and
anthropology.
This Encyclopedia brings together the most recent scientific
information on a collection of subjects that are too often - and
inconveniently - treated in separate publications. It provides a
survey of archaeological method and theory, as well as the
application of physical and biological sciences in
archaeological research. Every aspect of archaeological work
is represented, from the discovery process to the ultimate
disposition of materials. Thus the reader will find entries on
subject matter covering: * disciplinary theory * legislation
affecting the work of archaeologists * pre-excavation
surveying * excavation methodology * on-site conservation
techniques * post-excavation analysis The rapid evolution of
analytical technology is often superficially treated or not
covered at all in textbooks or other commonly available
sources. Here, the latest refinements in techniques such as
radiometric dating, stable isotopic analysis, and the PCR
technique of DNA analysis are presented clearly and
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authoritatively. The discussion of these techniques is
amplified by including results of the work of professionals
conducting interdisciplinary research and by covering the
methodologi enhancements provided by the physical and
natural sciences. Cultural property legislation, regardless of
its country of origin, has affected how archaeologists conduct
their work. This encyclopedia covers all major U.S. legislation
developed for the protection of cultural property, including the
recent Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act, and offers a substantial article on worldwide legislation
concerning the reburial of human remains and its effects on
the present and future practice of archaeology. Without some
sort of conservation program at the point of excavation,
valuable materials may be inadvertently contaminated or
destroyed. Many simple and low-cost techniques to promote
both sample integrity and long-term preservation for major
classes of materials are described in this volume. Traditional
treatments of method and theory usually focus on prehistoric
periods and are limited in their geographic range. This volume
includes discussions based on various historical periods on
different continents, as reflected in entries such as Historical
Archaeology, Industrial Archaeology, Medieval Archaeology,
and Classical Archaeology.
Adrian Praetzellis provides a brief, readable introduction to
contemporary theoretical models used in archaeology for the
undergraduate or beginning graduate student. He demystifies
a dozen flavors of contemporary theory for the theory-phobic
reader, providing a short history of each, its application in
archaeology, and an example of its use in recent work. The
book: teaches about different contemporary archaeological
theories including postcolonialism, neoevolutionism,
materiality, and queer theoy is written in accessible language
with key examples for each theory includes illustrations and
cartoons by the author provides questions at the end of each
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chapter to facilitate discussion.
Organic residues include a broad range of materials that can
be analyzed at a macro-, micro- or molecular level. They
represent the carbon-based remains (in combination with H,
N, O, P and S) of fungi, plants, animals and humans. Organic
residue analysis is a relatively new technique to archaeology.
The chapters of this volume bring together scholars from
across the globe and attest to the diverse range of analytical
methods, material types, spatio-temporal cultural units and
research questions to which organic residue analysis has
been applied. They are partly the proceedings of a
symposium on this subject, held on 31 March 2005 in Salt
Lake City (Utah) during the 70th Annual Meeting of the
Society for American Archaeology, and partly the result of
invitations to contribute forwarded to many active in this field.
Theory in Africa, Africa in Theory explores the place of Africa
in archaeological theory, and the place of theory in African
archaeology. The centrality of Africa to global archaeological
thinking is highlighted, with a particular focus on materiality
and agency in contemporary interpretation. As a means to
explore the nature of theory itself, the volume also addresses
differences between how African models are used in western
theoretical discourse and the use of that theory within Africa.
Providing a key contribution to theoretical discourse through a
focus on the context of theory-building, this volume explores
how African modes of thought have shaped our approaches
to a meaningful past outside of Africa. A timely intervention
into archaeological thought, Theory in Africa, Africa in Theory
deconstructs the conventional ways we approach the past,
positioning the continent within a global theoretical discourse
and blending Western and African scholarship. This volume
will be a valuable resource for those interested in the
archaeology of Africa, as well as providing fresh perspectives
to those interested in archaeological theory more generally.
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This book provides the first comprehensive introduction to,
and explanation of, the theory and practice of the
‘bioarchaeology of care’, an original, fully theorised and
contextualised case study-based approach designed to
identify and interpret cases of care provision in prehistory.
The applied methodology comprises four stages of analysis,
each building on the content of the preceding one(s), which
provide the framework for this process. Theory and Practice
in the Bioarchaeology of Care is the primary source of
information on this new approach and serves as a manual for
its implementation. It elaborates the foundations on which the
bioarchaeology of care is constructed; it leads the reader
through the methodology; and it provides three detailed
examples of prehistoric caregiving which illustrate how
bioarchaeology of care analysis has the capacity to reveal
aspects of past group and individual identity and lifeways
which might otherwise have remained unknown.
First published in 1992. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
"Sets the new standard for excellence in this field."—Antiquity
The textbook on what archaeologists do and how they do it completely revised and redesigned.For the Fourth Edition,
new theoretical approaches, such as agency, materiality, and
engagement theory, are added and earlier approaches
analyzed afresh. Field methods and scientific techniques
have been updated throughout, and new emphasis is placed
on climate change and its impact on human affairs. The latest
information on topics as varied as the Iceman, Pleistocene
extinctions, and llama domestication is included, along with
the most up-to-date material on GIS and surveying
technology. New topics will be introduced to emphasize the
ever-changing face of modern archaeology, and additional
special box features will be included, as well as discussion of
the archaeological techniques needed to study the material
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culture of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. A key
component of the new edition will be the introduction of a
dedicated Web site and study guide to accompany the
textbook itself. Over 600 illustrations.
This book aims to show through a series of examples that an
interpretative archaeology dealing with past meanings can be
applied in practice to archaeological data, and that it can also
contribute effectively to modern social practice. Seven of the
nineteen papers included have been specifically written for
this volume to act as an overview of the way archaeology has
developed over the last ten years. Yet Ian Hodder goes
beyond this: he aims to break down the separation of theory
and practice and to reconcile the division between the
intellectual and the 'dirt' archaeologist. Faced with public
controversy over the ownership and interpretation of the past,
archaeology ungently needs a clear image of itself, able to
gain funding, win public confidence and manage the heritage
professionally yet sensitively. This image, however, is often
clouded by the theory/practice debate, a division all too often
encouraged by the separation of universities and heritage
management. Hodder emphasises the importance of finding
the right balance. Archaeologists, he asserts, cannot afford to
ignore general theory in favour of practice any more than they
can afford to shut themselves away in intellectual ivory
towers. Theoretical debate is important to any discipline,
particularly in archaeology if it is not to become complacent,
self-interested and uncritical. Theory and Practice in
Archaeology captures and extends the lively debate of the
1980s over symbolic and structural approaches to
archaeology. It will be essential reading for students of
archaeology and for those involved in and responsible for
heritage management.
Is archaeology an art or a science? This question has been
hotly debated over the last few decades with the rise of
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archaeological science. At the same time, archaeologists
have seen a change in the intellectual character of their
discipline, as many writers have adopted approaches
influenced by social theory. The discipline now encompasses
both archaeological scientists and archaeological theorists,
and discussion regarding the status of archaeology remains
polarised. In this 2001 book, Andrew Jones argues that we
need to analyse the practice of archaeology. Through an
analysis of archaeological practice, influenced by recent
developments in the field of science studies, and with the aid
of extensive case studies, he develops a new framework
which allows the interpretative and methodological
components of the discipline to work in tandem. His
reassessment of the status and character of archaeology will
be of interest to students, scholars and professionals.
This handbook, a companion to the authoritative Handbook of
Archaeological Methods, gathers original, authoritative
articles from leading archaeologists on all aspects of the
latest thinking about archaeological theory. It is the definitive
resource for understanding how to think about archaeology.
This controversial book is a survey of how relationships
between indigenous peoples and the archaeological
establishment have got into difficulty, and a crucial pointer to
how to move forward from this point. With lucid appraisals of
key debates such as NAGPRA, Kennewick and the
repatriation of Tasmanian artefacts, Laurajane Smith dissects
the nature and consequences of this clash of cultures. Smith
explores how indigenous communities in the USA and
Australia have confronted the pre-eminence of archaeological
theory and discourse in the way the material remains of their
past are cared for and controlled, and how this has
challenged traditional archaeological thought and practice.
Essential reading for all those concerned with developing a
just and equal dialogue between the two parties, and the role
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of archaeology in the research and management of their
heritage.
Archaeology in Practice: A Student Guide to
ArchaeologicalAnalyses offers students in archaeology
laboratory courses adetailed and invaluable how-to manual of
archaeological methods andprovides insight into the breadth
of modern archaeology. Written by specialists of material
analyses, whose expertiserepresents a broad geographic
range Includes numerous examples of applications of
archaeologicaltechniques Organized by material types, such
as animal bones, ceramics,stone artifacts, and documentary
sources, or by themes, such asdating, ethics, and report
writing Written accessibly and amply referenced to provide
readers witha guide to further resources on techniques and
theirapplications Enlivened by a range of boxed case studies
throughout the maintext

In the modern world, objects and buildings speak
eloquently about their creators. Status, gender identity,
and cultural affiliations are just a few characteristics we
can often infer about such material culture. But can we
make similar deductions about the inhabitants of the first
millennium BCE Greek world? Theoretical Approaches to
the Archaeology of Ancient Greece offers a series of
case studies exploring how a theoretical approach to the
archaeology of this area provides insight into aspects of
ancient society. An introductory section exploring the
emergence and growth of theoretical approaches is
followed by examinations of the potential insights these
approaches provide. The authors probe some of the
meanings attached to ancient objects, townscapes, and
cemeteries, for those who created, and used, or
inhabited them. The range of contexts stretches from the
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early Greek communities during the eighth and seventh
centuries BCE, through Athens between the eighth and
fifth centuries BCE, and on into present day Turkey and
the Levant during the third and second centuries BCE.
The authors examine a range of practices, from the
creation of individual items such as ceramic vessels and
figurines, through to the construction of civic buildings,
monuments, and cemeteries. At the same time they
interrogate a range of spheres, from craft production,
through civic and religious practices, to funerary ritual.
Digging, recording, and writing are the three main
processes that archaeologists undertake to analyze a
site, yet the relationships between these processes is
rarely considered critically. Reconsidering Archaeological
Fieldwork asserts that each of these processes involves
at least a bit of subjective interpretation. As a group of
archaeologists work together to reconstruct an objective
view of the past, at a particular time, at a particular site,
their field methods and subjective interpretations affect
the final analysis. This volume explores the important
nature of the relationship between fieldwork, analysis,
and interpretation. Containing contributions from a
diverse group of archaeologists, both academic and
professional, from Europe and the Americas, it critically
analyzes accepted practices in field archaeology, and
provide thoughtful and innovative analysis of these
procedures. By combining the experiences of both
academic and professional archaeologists,
Reconsidering Archaeological Fieldwork highlights key
differences and key similarities in their concerns,
theories, and techniques. This volume will incite
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discussion on fundamental questions for all
archaeologists, both old and new to the field.
Archaeological Theory in the New Millennium provides
an account of the changing world of archaeological
theory and a challenge to more traditional narratives of
archaeological thought. It charts the emergence of the
new emphasis on relations as well as engaging with
other current theoretical trends and the thinkers
archaeologists regularly employ. Bringing together
different strands of global archaeological theory and
placing them in dialogue, the book explores the
similarities and differences between different
contemporary trends in theory while also highlighting
potential strengths and weaknesses of different
approaches. Written in a way to maximise its
accessibility, in direct contrast to many of the sources on
which it draws, Archaeological Theory in the New
Millennium is an essential guide to cutting-edge theory
for students and for professionals wishing to reacquaint
themselves with this field.
This volume assesses current archaeological theories
and considers how they relate to our understanding of
the past.
Many students view archaeological theory as a subject
distinct from field research. This division is reinforced by
the way theory is taught, often in stand-alone courses
that focus more on logic and reasoning than on the
application of ideas to fieldwork. Divorcing thought from
action does not convey how archaeologists go about
understanding the past. This book bridges the gap
between theory and practice by looking in detail at how
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the authors and their colleagues used theory to interpret
what they found while conducting research in northwest
Honduras. This is not a linear narrative. Rather, the book
highlights the open-ended nature of archaeological
investigations in which theories guide research whose
findings may challenge these initial interpretations and
lead in unexpected directions. Pursuing those novel
investigations requires new theories that are themselves
subject to refutation by newly gathered data. The central
case study is the writers’ work in Honduras. The
interrelations of fieldwork, data, theory, and interpretation
are also illustrated with two long-running archaeological
debates, the emergence of inequality in southern
Mesopotamia and inferring the ancient meanings of
Stonehenge. The book is of special interest to
undergraduate Anthropology/Archaeology majors and
first- and second-year graduate students, along with
anyone interested in how archaeologists convert the
static materials we find into dynamic histories of longvanished people.
The 1980s witnessed exciting developments in
theoretical writing in Western archaeology. Where
previous decades were dominated by the AngloAmerican perspective, or "New Archaeology", the recent
years showed the European debate grow in confidence
and vitality. This book, published in 1991, captures this
spirit of debate as contributors from a wide cross-section
of countries evaluate the development of the distinctly
national and European characteristics of archaeology
and assess future directions. Contributors consider an
extensive range of ideologies and viewpoints, stressing
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the fundamentally historical emphasis and social
construction of European archaeology. The development
of archaeological theory is traced, with specific emphasis
on factors which differ from country to country.
Ultimately, it argues that the most active response to
archaeology is to celebrate theory within a constantly
critical mode. A great insight into the development of
theory.
This volume marks a significant departure from previous
symbolic approaches in post-processual archaeology,
bringing together key scholars advancing a variety of
cutting edge approaches to chart a new direction in
material culture studies.

A new and broader approach to understanding
power and identity in the Mesoamerican
archaeological record
This thoroughly updated version of an archaeological
classic, featuring the fictional archaeologist Hannah
Green and her shovelbum nephew, allows students
to learn the basics of archaeological theory while
puzzling out a mysterious turn of events.
A lively and accessible introduction to themes and
debates in archaeological theory for students of all
levels Archaeological Theory is a relatable,
accessible, reader-friendly first step into the world of
theory for archaeology students. Recognizing that
many students shy away from the study of theory for
fear that the material is too difficult or obscure,
Archaeological Theory maintains that any student
can develop an understanding of theory and that a
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knowledge of theory will lead to better practice. As
one of the leading texts for introductory courses in
archaeology and archaeological theory, it has
provided many students with the essential
foundation for a complete education in the discipline.
With a focus on clarifying the history and
development of archaeological theory, this valuable
text serves as a roadmap to the different schools of
theory in archaeology, clarifying the foundations of
these schools of thought, the relationships between
them, and the ideas that distinguish each from the
other. Students will also learn about the relationship
between archaeology and cultural and political
developments, the origins of New and ‘postprocessual’ archaeology, and current issues
shaping the field. Written in a clear and informal style
and incorporating examples, cartoons, and
dialogues, this text provides an ideal introduction for
students at all levels. The revised third edition has
been updated with new and revised chapters and an
expanded glossary and bibliography, as well as new
readings to guide further study. Engages readers
with informal and easy-to-understand prose, as well
as examples, cartoons, and informal dialogues
Prepares students to understand complex topics and
current and perennial issues in the field such as
epistemology, agency, and materiality in the context
of archaeological practice Discusses current
developments in associated disciplines New and
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revised chapters on the material turn, politics and
other issues, and an expanded glossary and
bibliography with updated reading suggestions
Offers expanded coverage of materiality, culturalhistorical archaeology, evolutionary theory, and the
work of scholars of diverse backgrounds and
specializations Engaging and illuminating,
Archaeological Theory is an indispensable resource
for undergraduate and graduate students in
archaeology and related disciplines.
With case studies from North America to Australia
and South Africa and covering topics from
archaeological ethics to the repatriation of human
remains, this book charts the development of a new
form of archaeology that is informed by indigenous
values and agendas. This involves fundamental
changes in archaeological theory and practice as
well as substantive changes in the power relations
between archaeologists and indigenous peoples.
Questions concerning the development of ethical
archaeological practices are at the heart of this
process.
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